CREATING AN ACCOUNT AS A FIRST TIME USER

SCHEDULING AN APPOINTMENT
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Visit www.drphilwilkinson.com. Click Online Appointment.
Appointment
Registration is required for all new users.
If needed, we can also generate a link to a personal invite for
existing patients.
Register with the email on file at the office. If your email address has
changed since you were a patient, call the office to update it before
registering. The email must match our system in order to correctly
link accounts.
If you are a new patient, you must call the office to be able to register.
Before scheduling an appointment, we will need to confirm your
account. Please be patient, as account approvals take place during
business hours. Once approved, you will receive an email confirmation
and can login to schedule an appointment.
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Visit www.drphilwilkinson.com. Click Online Appointment.
Appointment Sign in.
Select Schedule Appointment For and choose the preferred name.
Choose Select a Service and choose either:
Chiropractic Adjustment- Select a Provider Phillip H Wilkinson.
Wilkinson
Choose date and time of desired appointment, then Select.
Click Book This Appointment.
Super Novo Massage Chair- Select a Provider Phillip H Wilkinson.
Choose date and time of desired appointment, then Select.
Click Book This Appointment.
You will receive an email confirmation for your appointment. Note
that appointments may initially appear as pending on the homepage.
Not all appointments are available online. Additional slots may be
available by calling the office.

My Login Information for Wilkinson Clinic of Chiropractic:
Email:_________________________________________ Password:_____________________

115 E. Waverly Street
Morris, IL 60450
(815) 942-5350
drphilwilkinson.com

The Super Novo requires only 2” of wall clearance in order
to pivot seamlessly from the upright to reclined position.
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While 2D massage programs massage vertically and
horizontally, and 3D programs add depth, 4D programs
the Super Novo is the first massage chair to implement
take massage one step further to include the dimension
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massage therapist, for the most realistic massage yet!
massage chair with Amazon Alexa’s voice recognition,

Alexa, ask My Novo to
give me a massage.
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While 3D programs add depth, 4D programs
take massage one step further to include the
dimension of variable speed. Massage strokes
speed up and slow down mid-stroke, just like
the hands of a professional massage therapist,
for the most realistic massage yet!

